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LEADERS NEED TO BECOME
COMFORTABLE SPARKING
CREATIVE CONFLICT.
OTHERWISE, PEOPLE WILL
ONLY SAY WHAT THEY THINK
LEADERS WANT TO HEAR.

Why I Love
Complainers

A

irplanes, restaurants, the workplace—these are the three worst places
on the planet for spawning complainers. In the air, it comes from being
strapped in among strangers at 35,000 feet—plus delays, lost luggage,
and the toenail-clipper sitting next to you. Restaurants just bring out the complainer in almost everyone. The soup’s too hot … The soup’s too cold … Are you sure
it’s vegan? … When I was in high school, I lasted one six-hour shift in a restaurant—
I just couldn’t take it.
jumps in with “but” (or similar negative words and
nonverbals). What comes next is always negative,
and it invariably leads to disagreement. (That’s
why, to improve effectiveness, I suggest replacing
“but” with “and.” That’s an interesting idea, and
you might also consider X. You can actually feel the
energy in the room start to rise.)
Debby wasn’t intentionally trying to derail
the team; she was just hardwired never to see the
blue sky—only “the sky is falling.” With Debby
around, even great ideas turned into bad ideas.
She brought us all down, really down. In the end,
the constant complaining was so emotionally taxing, we were not successful.
It’s so easy to be in the problems business—
there’s always a situation or circumstance to complain about it. But I’m not complaining! I actually

But when it comes to constant complaining,
there’s nothing like the workplace, where whispers
at the watercooler spread negativity like the
plague. That’s death to creativity. I learned this
many years ago when I was working at a consulting firm. Seven of us were on a project together.
We had different backgrounds and perspectives,
which should have made us highly innovative. Except, one of our teammates was “Debby
Downer.” With every scenario, Debby only saw the
worst possible outcome. She shot down new ideas
like a skeet shooter at target practice. But that will
never work … But we tried that before … But it’s just
too risky … But no one will go for it … But how’s that
going to work with the budget we have?
Nothing shoots down a group discussion faster
than “but.” One person floats an idea, and another
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welcome complainers and the complaints that
bring issues out into the open, with one important
caveat: complaining needs to be constructive—
that is, accompanied by an idea, solution, or at
least some additional insight.
When fielding complaints, my number one rule
for myself and others is never to complain about
a decision or a situation you created. Own it! It’s
the fastest way to change your karma from being
the victim of circumstances to being empowered
to change them. Take control and find an option—
Door A, B, or C. This shifts everyone from “helpless and hopeless” to “helpful and happier.”

Just recently, I knew that a few members of
a team were in conflict over a project. Yet each
person assured me everything was fine. This went
on for several weeks. I knew the conflict had to
come out, so I called an impromptu meeting and
triggered a discussion that quickly got heated.
It was an emotional exchange, but ultimately
a very healthy one as underlying issues were
revealed. Only then could we finally explore the
solutions. For that to happen, though, it had to
be safe for people to tell the truth. There can be
no repercussions for what’s said, and complaints
must lead to solutions.
Leaders need to be in the solutions business. I
received this advice soon after I became CEO. At
one of my first board meetings, I raised problem
after problem. Someone pulled me aside afterward
and told me, “If you want advice, fine. But come
to the board with ideas of what to do. You need to
be the solutions person, not the complaint guy.”
When you’re the one who suggests a solution, it
helps create positive momentum—even if it’s ultimately not the right answer to the problem.
To get to this place, though, it takes a spark. So
bring on those complaints—just make sure they
come with ideas.

Welcoming Conflict

There’s nothing inherently wrong with complaints,
the same way there’s nothing wrong with conflict.
Both can spark the creative process as people own
the problem and brainstorm with each other. In
fact, leaders need to become comfortable sparking
creative conflict. Otherwise, people will only say
what they think leaders want to hear. This means
people will nod you to death, saying “yes, yes, yes,”
when they really mean “no, no, no.” That dynamic
suppresses issues and blocks solutions. The only
way to expose the truth is to trigger conflict.
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RECRUITMENT

The Job Crisis
of Tomorrow
Racing to fill the jobs of the future has become
a new “disruption” that can set back
a company for years.
BY L AU R E N COV E L L O JACO B S

I

these roles fast enough: right now, there are an estimated 300,000 unfilled positions in cybersecurity
across the United States alone.
The urgency of the problem has an all-too-familiar
ring to many corporate veterans, who’ve seen this
kind of role change. Twenty years ago, as the world
made the painful but exciting transition from analog
to digital, the hot job was computer programming.
Nearly 100 years ago, as America’s manufacturing
engine began to rev up, it was assembly-line work.
In a few years, it will likely be something else.

n the early days of the internet, when modem
speeds and AOL subscriptions mattered, cybercrime was often the work of lone scammers whose
efforts rarely rattled large companies.
Today, cybercrime is one of the biggest threats
to the global economy, estimated to cost companies
as much as $6 trillion over the next five years.
As the frequency, sophistication, and severity of
attacks have increased, data-rich institutions are
scrambling to keep up, making information security
one of the hottest jobs of the decade. Firms can’t fill

1910

Hot Jobs
Throughout History
Agriculture

1950

Automobile
assembly-line worker

Factory
worker

people for a certain area, you have to make it something people want to work in,” says Lisa Cannell,
managing director in executive education at the
University of Virginia’s Darden School of Business.
Relying on in-house staff always has the advantage
of workers who already essentially get the organization’s culture. “You can’t just drop a technology
in and expect that it works,” says Levenson. “The
internal people are actually the experts here.”
Finally, with business
changing the need for
The Takeaway
roles so far, most experts
say companies must funCompanies
damentally shift their
jeopardize
view about what skills
their future if
new hires need. With
leadership isn't
any hot job, for example,
self-disruptive.
there’s often a lag before
schools and universities
begin to widely offer programs that teach the skills
necessary for it. Yet companies stay too stringent
while recruiting. The more specific they get in a
market where talent is already scarce, the fewer
options they will have.
“It’s kind of like coming into a restaurant and
saying, ‘I need a dish with these three ingredients.’
It’s going to limit what you can order significantly,”
says Melissa Swift, leader of Korn Ferry’s Digital
Advisory, North America and Global Accounts. In
hot job areas, she says, it’s critical instead to open
your criteria up to a wider variety of people in varying professional and educational backgrounds—in
leadership roles, especially.
“A leader doesn’t have to be a deep technical
cyber expert themselves, for example, but they do
have to be able to marshal together people with a lot
of different kinds of expertise relevant to cyber—
and to listen to those people,” says Swift.

Indeed, it’s a perennial problem—only now, as
disruptive technologies become almost commonplace, the pace of one hiring crisis after another is
picking up. That poses a wide range of operational
and massive hiring-cost issues that can, without
any exaggeration, sink a company’s future.
Experts say averting a job crisis is actually less about trying to predict major trends,
instead focusing on the business’s organizational
structure and the roles needed to run that. In
other words, it’s about looking inward instead of
outward. “You always start with the design of the
system, and that will tell you about the kind of
jobs that can get done,” says Alec Levenson, senior
research scientist at the University of Southern
California’s Center for Effective Organizations.
“If you do it the other way, you’re putting the cart
before the horse.”
As a leader, doing the tough organizational
design work will prevent you from dipping into
talent pools that may not actually further your
core business need. For example, while it’s true
that more and more companies need tech talent,
hiring a world-class artificial-intelligence specialist is far more important to a software maker
that’s actually building tools and platforms than
to a consumer packaged-goods company focused
on getting deeper customer insights.
In markets where skills are scarce, buying
talent isn’t just hard, but expensive. That’s why
it’s so important for leaders to grow their own
talent. Experts say smart firms give employees
opportunities to rotate through in-demand areas
of the business and bring on education partners to
help teach critical technical skills where needed.
But the messaging around these initiatives is also
important. “People want to be in roles that are seen
as strategically important. If you’re developing
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BOARDS

Save My Seat
Many directors will lose their seats during this record year
for mergers. But some will find ways to stay on.
BY R U S S E L L P E A R L M A N

T

But while all these deals make for big headlines
and often lead to more competitive firms, job losses
often follow—including for directors. After all, one
firm left standing translates into one board left too.
Academic studies have shown that directors on
bought firms have only a 30 percent chance of keeping their posts. Even being on the acquiring firm
is no guarantee: 80 percent of post-merger boards
will have a new composition. “A transaction is an
unfreezing event,” says Mitchell L. Marks, a merger
and acquisition consultant and professor at San
Francisco State University. “It will shake things up.”
Directors, of course, have a fiduciary responsibility to act in the best interest of shareholders,

he director spent days reviewing the
takeover offer from her firm’s rival. The
valuation seemed fair, and the rival CEO’s
strategy was sound. So she, like the rest of
the board, approved the deal and knew what
would happen next: she’d lose her job.
These days, merger mania has taken over the
corporate world. Last year alone, there were more
than $3.5 trillion worth of mergers and acquisitions worldwide, close to an all-time high, and
this year appears to be no different. Indeed, in the
first three months of 2019 there were nearly 7,500
deals around the world together worth a more than
$1 trillion, according to the research firm Dealogic.

so they almost always unanimously approve a
merger once negotiations are done. But experts
say board members can change the odds for staying on if they have expertise the buying company
needs. Contacts and networks matter too, of
course. “There are no special rules in place around
the mergers and the boards,” says Jared Wilson, a
professor at Indiana University and coauthor of a
recent working paper that analyzed board makeup
before and after deals.
That was certainly the case in the more than
1,400 transactions Wilson studied. Looking at
members of target firms who landed board seats,
he says he noticed a clear advantage for directors
with special skills. For instance, if the acquiring
company is buying a company to begin doing business in Asia, the board may want to add a director
who has experience doing business in Asia. The
catch, Wilson says, is that the director must have
experience above and beyond what they got from
the firm being bought.
As one might expect, it can get a little more
complicated when there is a so-called merger of
equals—two firms of similar size uniting. All the
directors in some of those cases sometimes stay
on, creating an unrulysized board of 20 people
The Takeaway
or more (the expectation is that some of
Directors can
still play a big
the older directors will
role even if their eventually retire and
company is
their spots will not be
acquired.
filled). But most often,
the acquiring board
will look to bring only one or two new directors
after the transaction, says Dennis Carey, vice
chairman of Korn Ferry’s Board and CEO Services practice, who has assisted in reducing the
number of directors on a board after a merger of
equals. “Thirty-two around the table is simply
unmanageable,” he says.

84%
of boards change
after a merger

71%
of directors of
the acquiring firm
continue serving

30%
of directors of
the target firm
get a spot on
the acquiring board

“Board Changes and the Director Labor Market: The Case of Mergers,”
European Corporate Governance Institute, 2018
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COMPENSATION

Talk Money to Me

Planned merit raises in 2019†

With some colleagues now sharing salary info,
leaders need sound plans to keep the peace.
BY P E T E R L AU R I A
Tech
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Insurance &
Financial
Services
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Korn Ferry research | † Averages for executive/senior management

N

evidence suggests more people are doing just that,
creating a whole new management challenge for
corporate leaders. As Denise Rousseau, an organizational behavior professor in the Tepper School
of Business at Carnegie Mellon University, puts it,
“Openness gives employees a bargaining position.”
Of course, the practice isn’t common among
everyone. Many still believe in the tradition of
keeping such information private or don’t want
to create resentments if their salary is high. But
according to an account in the New York Times, for

ot too long ago, colleagues understood that compensation was
like religion and politics—best not
discussed with each other. Not unlike
those other topics, it was too personal,
too sacred to share with anyone but family.
What’s more, some companies considered openly
disclosing pay a fireable offense.
But welcome to the age of radical transparency
and the so-called sharing economy, where people
today feel like they should discuss salary. And

14

could be time in the role, performance, qualifications versus the job specs,” says Frost. If there is a
difference, leaders must be clear on how compensation is reviewed and adjusted going forward. For
example, will pay increase in tandem with experience gained? And who makes that decision, a line
manager or human resources?
According to Tom McMullen, a senior client partner at Korn Ferry who specializes in compensation,
employees and companies often have a different
view of transparency. Privately held companies,
for instance, aren’t rushing to disclose their pay
practices. “Organizations
that have a solid underThe Takeaway
pinning to pay are more
Forward-thinking willing to be transparent,
firms should face, while those with less
of a solid foundation
not avoid,
are more opaque,” says
the inevitable.
McMullen. Put another
way, if an organization
has a good pay-equality story to tell, it will tell it.
And if it doesn’t, more likely than not someone else
will tell that story. “Many employees know their
salary ranges,” he says.
Ultimately, he says, he believes both sides
may gain if the openness spreads, particularly if
a firm has always had a pay system loaded with
inequities. “If leaders find themselves struggling
to answer these questions,” he says, “then there
are likely opportunities to improve the way their
programs work.”

example, some 26,000 people recently disclosed
their salary and job title (but not their name) to a
management advice website. Two and five years
earlier, only a fraction of that number were as open
with the website.
To a large degree, demographics are driving the
change; millennials, who compose the largest workforce group, live more transparent lives on social
media and rely on apps that reveal broad salary
levels. They and other groups are also pushing key
issues, like reducing the gender pay gap, that lead to
more salary openness.
Rousseau also cites another factor: the trend
of shorter tenures and job-hopping. “The norms
around an organization’s pay practices are less likely
to penetrate the thinking of individual employees
since they don’t stay very long,” she says.
But managers of past generations never had to
deal with such openness—and have long opposed
it. Many believe and worry that such sharing can
corrode morale and stifle engagement, especially if
it isn’t handled properly. Benjamin Frost, a reward
product expert with Korn Ferry, says leaders should
operate under the assumption that every employee
knows what their colleagues are making, and should
be prepared to answer basic questions surrounding
differences. “There are plenty of reasons why two
people might be paid differently, but organizations
need to be clear on the reasons in each case,” he says.
Frost says leaders need to be able to explain the
process for deciding and reviewing pay differences
between people in the same job or job level. “It
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Famous Nicknames
from the Past

A ‘Slash and Burn’
Approach That Went
Up in Flames
Sanford Sigoloff relied on ruthless corporate turnaround
strategies that symbolize a bygone ’80s era.
BY G L E N N R I F K I N

anford Sigoloff, the corporate turnaround
expert, liked to refer to himself as Ming the
Merciless, a villain in the old Flash Gordon
comic strip, due to his evident delight in taking
control of troubled companies, declaring bankruptcy, brazenly laying off executives and much
of the workforce, and then making a killing by
either selling the assets or finding a way to inflate
the stock price when the company emerged from
Chapter 11.
Sigoloff, an urbane former chemist and
physicist, switched his focus to business in the
1960s when he decided he could enrich himself
by restructuring struggling enterprises like the
Wickes Companies, Republic Corp., Daylin Inc.,
and LJ Hooker Corporation, an Australian fashion
retailer. With a reputation for a no-nonsense (some
say mean-spirited) leadership style, he pioneered

what became known as the “slash and burn”
management philosophy, in which he saved troubled
companies in ways that pleased creditors—but used
huge layoffs and other massive cost cuts which
critics say ripped the souls out of organizations.
Also called “Mr. Chapter 11” and the “Skillful
Scalpel,” Sigoloff joined a prominent group of
ruthless corporate chieftains with descriptive
sobriquets, including “Neutron Jack” Welch at
GE and “Chainsaw Al” Dunlap at Sunbeam, who
made names for themselves during the tumultuous
1980s, when the “greed is good” era was in full
swing. Underperforming assets had to go, these
titans believed, and sentimentality had no place in
corporate boardrooms.
Kathryn Rudie Harrigan, a professor at Columbia
Business School, teaches a course called “Turnaround Management.” She consulted with Sigoloff

NEUTRON
JACK

Jack Welch, ex-CEO
of General Electric,
applied massive layoffs
but eventually became
admired as the com
pany’s market value
grew by 4,000 percent.

CHAINSAW
AL

THE JUNKBOND KING

Al Dunlap, CEO of Scott
Paper and later Sunbeam
Corp. in the 1990s,
became notorious for
relentlessly firing thousands of workers from
both companies.

Michael Milken became
an ’80s icon for creating
junk bonds to finance
some megamergers. He
later pleaded guilty to
violating security laws
but was released early
for good behavior.

in the 1980s and came to understand his methods.
“Slash and burn is another way to say ‘urgency,’ ”
Harrigan says. “You can’t dawdle around with
these decisions because you are hemorrhaging
cash. Once the numbers had been run, there was
no time for sentiment, [you’d] just have to go out
and execute.”
When he took over Wickes Companies in 1982,
for example, Sigoloff immediately purged nearly
all of the senior-level executives as part of his
reorganization plan. The giant lumber retailer
soon filed for bankruptcy and then sold off many
other businesses. By 1985, after Wickes was out
of bankruptcy, it bought a variety of different
homebuilding-related assets.
That wasn’t Sigoloff’s first purge. In the early
1970s he put the retail conglomerate Daylin into
bankruptcy in an attempt to reorganize it. He laid
out his strategy for returning the firm to fiscal
health in a 260-page report known inside the
company as the “Infamous Black Book” or IBB. In
it, Sigoloff called for laying off more than half of
Daylin’s 16,000 employees and shuttering or selling most of its business units.
One of Daylin’s only profitable assets was
a Southern California hardware chain named
Handy Dan Home Improvement, run by a CEO,

RED
RUPERT

Rupert Murdoch, the
global media baron,
earned a reputation for
hardball tactics as he
amassed one giant firm
after another.

Bernard Marcus, whom Sigoloff reportedly
bullied and eventually fired. But Marcus would
ultimately have a strong supporter in Ken
Langone, a well-known Wall Street investor
who viewed him as a genius and bought stock in
Handy Dan. With Langone’s help, Marcus and
his partner, CFO Arthur Blank, went on to form
a new home-improvement firm of some note:
Home Depot, the $110 billion retail giant that
made all three men billionaires.
Harrigan acknowledges that turnaround specialists like Sigoloff “don’t always spot the gems
when they are still rough.” But, she adds, “the best
way to explain a turnaround manager like Sandy
is that he’s right down there with his nose in the
dirt pushing, and he expects everybody to be
down there pushing along with him.”
Sigoloff died in 2011 at age 80 from complications from pneumonia. Though he left a trail of
disgruntled executives, he made no apologies
for his methods. “I’ve been seen by some people
as tough and analytical,” Sigoloff told the New
York Times in 1982. “I’m a numbers guy, a strategist. I like to do 100-piece white puzzles, where
you’re dealing with something that has form and
substance, but it is hard to put the pieces together.
And I’m a terrible loser.”
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Debt Begone!

T

the bond market, where investors trade debt and
companies seek to borrow.
We know, of course, that the rise of those
idyllic rates, which were brought by a policy shift
from the Federal Reserve, is behind a lot of this.
After all, it has literally doubled the annual cost
for highly creditworthy corporations to borrow
for five years, moving from 1.8 percent in mid2016 up to to 3.8 percent last November, according
to the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, before
falling back to around 3 percent this spring.
But 3 percent is still relatively low for borrowing money, so that doesn’t totally explain
corporations’ new aversion to debt. Perhaps a
bigger reason is more reputation based; as finance
executives know, firms that carry high debt loads
typically get lower credit ratings. That has a lot of
far-reaching effects on how many organizations
can run their business.
For some firms, the goal of reducing debt now
is to avoid seeing their rating drop below BBB,

ucked inside its quarterly results earlier
this year, a giant retailer reminded
investors that it had recently repurchased more than $2.5 billion of its own
securities. But it wasn’t buying back company
stock, an ever-present feature of markets since
the financial crisis. In this instance, it took a
decidedly less trendy step: reducing its debt.
“Never spend money before you have it” might
be one of Thomas Jefferson’s wisest quotes, but
that wasn’t exactly the way of the world for most
of the past decade. You may remember that with
interest rates so amazingly low, the mantra was
borrow, borrow, and borrow—until you dropped.
But take a look at their financial reports in the
past year or so and you’ll see a host of big firms
in all sectors retiring debt. Peter Tchir, head of
macro strategy at the New York-based financial
firm Academy Securities, says he sees a shift
in mentality going on. A big one. And he should
know—sitting from his perch, he closely monitors

if they cut the dividend or if investors anticipate
the lowest level of investment grade. A rating
a cut,” says David Campbell, UK director of the
of BBB or better enables them to easily borrow
financial research firm HCWE & Co.
from banks and access the liquid commercialIs there an answer, besides just keeppaper market—which is like T-bills for
ing debt down? Interestingly, our friends
companies.
in the UK have come up with one tack for
“There is now a consequence to
“THERE
the dividend issue. Instead of assuming
being viewed as overly leveraged,”
regularly sized payouts, some public
says Tchir. For many years after 2009,
IS NOW A
firms set their dividend policy (and debt
maintaining a BBB credit rating was
CONSEQUENCE level) with the expectation that annual
considered optimal. “Companies now
dividends will move up and down. They
want to ensure that they remain solid
TO BEING
do it by having two types of payout.
investment grade, and that is boosting
VIEWED
There are regular, usually small, divitheir stock price,” Tchir says.
AS
OVERLY
dends that get paid each year no matter
And that gets to another critical
what. Then there are special dividends,
issue: dividends. Investors like to see
LEVERAGED.”
which are paid when profits are bountifirms with less leverage because such
ful. Think of it as a profit share: when
companies are likely to pay their regular
times are good, investors get more cash
quarterly dividends. “They’d sooner sell
and there’s less need to monkey with the debt.
the office furniture than cut the dividend,” a forStill, we probably won’t see anything like
mer boss on Wall Street told me once. And that’s
this in the US anytime soon, which will probably
no exaggeration; firms that cut dividends often
mean less corporate borrowing. Thomas Jefferson
get punished brutally on Wall Street, with huge
would be pleased.
drops in stock prices. “Everyone gets beaten up

Constable is a former Wall
Street Journal TV anchor
and current fellow at the
Johns Hopkins Institute for
Applied Economics.
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Kirsta Anderson

Truth and Secrets

T

they often could be evasive. “I don’t know anything” and “That’s above my pay grade” could be
a boss’s go-to answers, even if those statements
weren’t true.
But shrewd leaders are discovering that trust
can be disrupted just like any other operation in
their firm—and evasive platitudes are not only
unsatisfying, they’re bad for business. A recent
study found that 82 percent of respondents said
trusting their boss is essential to their effectiveness on the job—and yet more than half of them
also said they don’t trust their boss. It goes
even deeper than that. According to Korn Ferry
research, one of the biggest differences between
high-performing businesses—the ones that
consistently beat their peers when it comes to
shareholder returns—and average organizations
is that the employees at the high performers feel
their bosses are open and honest with them.
That relationship likely will get stronger. More
and more, it’s frontline employees, not the boss,

he regional marketing director thought
she was protecting her employees. Her
team put together a variety of ideas,
which she planned to present to other
directors and, ultimately, the chief of marketing.
Each time her team asked if they could accompany
her to the presentations, and each time she told
them she had it covered. Her worry: the team
would get frustrated seeing their ideas torn
apart by the unhealthily competitive directorlevel group.
But her people didn’t see it that way. Because
their boss didn’t explain the truth behind her
decision-making, they assumed that she was
power hungry and afraid of being usurped by her
direct reports.
Employees have always wanted their bosses to
be straight with them; especially on sensitive topics such as promotions, salaries, restructurings,
or mergers, most want to know. But for decades,
if bosses didn’t want to talk about certain issues,

one, they should never assume that their teams
who are coming up with great ideas and innovawill automatically give them the benefit of the
tions. But employees will only share their ideas if
doubt. Always explaining the reasons, the “why”
they feel safe, and that requires trust.
behind the pronouncements, can keep employees
But while the importance of trust is rising,
from assuming decisions were made capriciously.
employees have become more skeptical of their
Another trap: leaders assuming they
employers. That problem has only
always
have to tow the company line. It’s
grown in the decade-long wake of the
WHILE THE
OK to disagree with a strategic decision
2008 financial crisis, which exposed
IMPORTANCE
and even express that to workers. Just be
a lot of false storytelling and sins
diplomatic about it. Employees will appreof omission from executives toward
OF TRUST
ciate the authenticity.
employees.
IS RISING,
Finally, bosses shouldn’t try to have all
Changing all this is far from easy.
the
answers. Rather than brushing aside
Once an employee believes their boss
EMPLOYEES
issues for which there is no clear resoluis dishonest, it’s difficult to get them
HAVE BECOME tion, they can put them on the table and
to change that opinion. What’s more,
let the team help grapple with them. Either
leaders can’t be completely transparMORE
the whole group will find a solution, or they
ent about several issues, of course—
SKEPTICAL
all know why there isn’t one. And either
especially legal ones surrounding
OF THEIR
way, leaders will have built more trust.
personnel and major corporate deals.
A lot of leaders grew up in siloed, closeBut the list of topics that leaders can’t
EMPLOYERS.
mouthed corporate cultures where honsay anything about is actually not
esty was not considered the best policy.
as long as you might think. On most
But the generations entering the workforce will
issues, even potentially sensitive ones such as
not stand for that lack of transparency. Indeed,
policies on promotions or restructurings, leaders
the more opaque you are as a leader, the less effeccan make an effort to be transparent.
tive you’ll likely be.
Bosses also can avoid some common traps. For

Anderson is a Londonbased Korn Ferry senior
client partner specializing
in organizational cultural
transformation.
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ON 		
PURPOSE

Daniel Goleman

Me First, or the Greater Good

R

emember “Brand Me”? That meme from
the 1990s glorified a focus on your personal talents as a means to clamber up
the career ladder.
It was just a bit more than 20 years ago that
the magazine Fast Company featured a cover story
proclaiming, “We are CEOs of our own companies:
Me Inc. To be in business today, our most important
job is to be head marketer for the brand called You.”
While we don’t hear much about Brand Me
these days, that outlook hasn’t gone away. Consider the person who, when asked to write a personal mission statement, wrote: “Personal success
is going to be my top priority in life, and I won’t let
any obstacle stop me from getting there.”
Contrast that me-first response with a statement by a carpenter, who wrote: “My personal
mission is to leave my mark with homes and buildings … so that I can help improve my local area and
bring joy to my neighbors.”
Both endorsed “career” as their main choice of

a life mission. But the carpenter was among those
who saw their career as a vehicle for helping others.
The one who saw the pursuit of success as allimportant was typical of those whose sense of mission puts their career squarely in their self-interest.
In short, one stance is to see a career as serving a
higher purpose, the other is just as “me first.”
These statements were among hundreds that
emerged when the Korn Ferry Institute began
analyzing nearly 900 working men and women,
who shared their reflections on the values that
drive their sense of mission in life and career. The
Institute seeks clarity amid the murky matter of
values and purpose—factors increasingly prominent in business these days, especially when it
comes to attracting and retaining talent.
But what personal values bring the most value
to a business?
One surprise in the still-ongoing data analysis
stood out in preliminary findings: those men and
women who have a more altruistic and benevolent

says Signe Spencer, who leads the research project
sense of their career as a personal mission bring
at the Korn Ferry Institute. In contrast, she adds,
more commitment to the organizations they work
“the social benevolence group of careerists has an
for than do those whose main focus is Brand Me.
overall stronger sense of purpose” in their work.
Benevolence, in this case, meant simply serving
Of course, our values and mission may morph as
or helping others. Me-first careerists, on the other
life goes on. In this first pass of
hand, embraced “driving peranalysis by the Korn Ferry Instisonal success and accomplishME-FIRST CAREERISTS
tute, the people assessed skewed
ment” as their main personal
EMBRACED “DRIVING
somewhat to early career, with
mission. The findings focused
most of those responding in their
on the career-oriented people
PERSONAL SUCCESS
30s and early 40s. Many were
who most highly valued
AND ACCOMPLISHMENT” team leaders or managers—even
“getting ahead,” contrasting
AS THEIR MAIN
some managers of managers—but
them with those who saw
very few were yet in the executheir career as a way to serve
PERSONAL MISSION.
tive ranks of their organization.
a greater good.
The choice of benevolence versus career as a
Both those moved by benevolence and those
personal mission was not made lightly, coming
intent on career progress were equally engaged
only after each person had reflected on their valin their work. Engagement at work, perhaps not
ues and purpose in life.
surprisingly, correlated with endorsing values like
Of eight choices given for personal mission,
loyalty, hard work, and integrity.
the most frequent choice—by 27 percent—was
The extreme careerists—who see getting
“benevolence,” wanting to help others. And the
ahead as paramount—put most importance on
me-first infatuation seems to be fading. Only
a fitting cluster of values: power, achievement,
about 6 percent of these working men and women
recognition, challenges, and, particularly strong,
chose the “careerist” option; and more than half
wealth. Those who belong in this group “are
of them saw their career as a way to work for a
unusual because they endorse values that most
greater good—benevolence by another name.
people we studied do not see as socially desirable,”

Goleman is author of the
international best seller
Emotional Intelligence.
See keystepmedia.com for
his new series of primers,
“Building Blocks of
Emotional Intelligence.”
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Women who took hiatuses
from work are returning in force.
Are companies finding
the right roles for them?
S T O RY BY A N N A M A RYA S C ACC I A
		

P H O T O G R A P H S BY S E A N H A Z E N

Many companies struggle
to find the right job for
workers (mostly women
and some men) returning
from long hiatuses.

early in the morning, and Margaret Seery is standing in front
of the mirror, thinking about what to wear. She has stood in
this spot so many times before, but today feels different.
It is different.
For more than 20 years, Seery had worked in the tech sector,
steering projects, running labs, and leading teams. But she took
a hiatus at the turn of the century to raise her three kids. Now,
after 19 years, it’s her first day back to work, and the 61-year-old
mom is feeling excited—“like a kid on their first day of first
grade,” she says. “I was so ready to go back to work. I felt the
moment coming while my son was in middle school.”
So what she did go with? A pair of black pencil-leg pants and a
simple tangerine sweater—a welcome change from two decades
of “mom” clothes, she says.
Across the United States and beyond, days like these have
finally arrived. More and more, women who took hiatuses from
the workforce are getting back in the game. Many have children
now in college, others have recovered from chronic illnesses, and
some are going through major life shifts such as divorce or struggling with healthcare costs.
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Many of those returning
come with critical past
experiences—important as
firms face a global crunch
for talent.

So-called “returnship”
programs seem to be
working, as are other
carefully designed
transition plans.

Whatever the reason, the numbers are substantial. According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, women over the age of
55 accounted for more than 17 million workers as of February—a
4.2 percent increase from that time last year. That’s more than
double the percentage increase for women employed across all age
groups as of earlier this year, meaning the share of older women in
the workforce is now more than a third of the female labor force, its
highest level in a decade. Experts say the increase is due in part to
women coming off of hiatus.
Given that study after study has shown that companies with more
women leaders in all roles perform better than those that are less
diverse, this return offers firms the opportunity many know they
need. At the same time, though, organizations are still grappling
with how to properly train and place anyone who has been on a long
hiatus. Some struggle to see past the gap on the resume of someone
once so high up; others are tapping into so-called “returnship” programs. But, as it was for Seery, it can be exciting either way.
“It’s challenging to tap into this talent pool,” says Addie Swartz,
CEO and founder of reacHIRE, a career reentry start-up. “Returners
are not the average person.”
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“Being a
returner
is an
interesting
position to
be in.”

you ask any “returner,” they’ll tell you the same thing: the
qualifications of those who are relaunching their careers
appear to be under stricter scrutiny. Hiring managers,
they say, seem more skeptical of their professional ability
because their gap is treated as a siphon of their capabilities.
After all, when Seery first took her break, Facebook didn’t exist,
everyone still had Yahoo! email addresses, and Amazon was just an online
marketplace. She left during the advent of the digital age, and now she’s
returning in the thick of it.
But Seery, who’s also a marathon runner, kept up with new technologies
during her time off. She’s a telecom engineer by trade and served as a volunteer tech administrator for school committees. She also led fund-raising
projects and organized charity events, among other tasks, all while caring
for her three children.
Yet recruiters often dismiss skills developed outside of the workplace,
even though “we know that the lessons that people glean and the learning
agility people can develop can happen through either personal or professional experiences,” says Evelyn Orr, vice president and chief operating
officer of the Korn Ferry Institute.
Whether true or not, a prevailing—if unconscious—belief among organizations is that women who are reentering the workforce won’t have the technological or professional acumen they need to perform on the job. Too much
time has passed, hiring managers may think, and too much has changed.
Videoconferencing had just begun to emerge in the workplace when
Seery paused her career; now it’s one of the most common ways to communicate across teams. Working from home was hardly allowed; now entire
businesses run virtual offices. Coworkers mostly talked to each other over
the phone if not face-to-face; now there are sardonic memes about meetings that could’ve been email chains.
“That’s a big hurdle,” says Suparna Vashisht, cofounder of Women Back to
Work, a California-based program that advocates for and supports women
returners. “They’re not even given a fair chance to present their case.”
Of course, there are bound to be gaps. Research shows that there is an
18-month life cycle on tech skills, and that data is playing out in the workplace: according to a 2019 Korn Ferry survey, 67 percent of hiring professionals said they’ve had to lay people off because their roles became irrelevant.
But experts say the women who are returning to work are usually far
more technologically savvy than organizations give them credit for—and
research proves it. According to the “Women on the Rise” survey conducted as part of journalist Lisen Stromberg’s 2017 book Work Pause Thrive,
more than half of women who took a career hiatus lasting six years or
longer said they were in full swing in fewer than six months. More broadly,
69 percent of all respondents, including women who’d been out of the
workforce for less than five years, felt they were back on track within a
year, the survey found.
“Many of the women I spoke with have maintained their technical skills
and industry connections. They just, for whatever reason, downshifted
their careers,” Stromberg says. “We have to make sure employers can see
beyond that.”
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returners
by t h e n u m b e r s

Women over age 55 accounted
for 17 million+ workers in the
United States earlier this year—
up 4% from the year before.

of women who took a break
between two to five years
said their reentry was difficult,
according to one survey.

of women who paused longer
than 10 years said their reentry
was difficult.

of returners overall felt they
were back on track within a year.

THE
55-YEAR-OLD
INTERN
Hundreds of firms have
launched their own
returnship programs.
Here’s how they work:
Much like internships,
the programs last several
weeks to a few months
and offer extra training
and mentorship.
Most returnships are fulltime and pay relative to a
person’s qualifications and
work experience.
Some programs are
focused on individual
roles, while others offer
project-based work.
Returnships help
organizations tap into a
unique—and oft ignored—
talent pool, while returners
get to explore their career
options and build their
networks.
A downside: not all
returners are offered
permanent positions
once they complete the
program, leaving them
back at square one.

unny Naghipour brought the bear everywhere. She was
spending the week in New York City for job training after a
three-year career break, and her 6-year-old son back home in
Atlanta wanted to feel like he was there with her. It was the
first week of August 2018, and it would be their longest separation since he was born.
So he gave his mom his favorite little toy bear and asked for selfies
around the city. She shot one in Midtown Manhattan and another with the
Empire State Building looming behind her and the bear. After a while, the
tag-along bear became a lighthearted joke among her peers. “It was part
of my story,” says Naghipour, a certified project manager. “If that’s what it
took to bring my son along, then that’s what I’m going to do, because I can
be committed to both.” And she adds: “It’s a false choice that you have to
choose between being a mom or your career.”
Naghipour took her career hiatus in 2015 to spend more time with her
son, who was just entering preschool. Yet she ran into roadblock after
roadblock when she started her journey back to work, despite being out of
the labor force for only less than five years. Naghipour’s situation is not an
anomaly, though: according to the “Women on the Rise” survey, 34 percent
of women respondents who took a break of two to five years said their
reentry was difficult. (That number jumps to 68 percent for women who
paused for longer than 10 years.)
One of the main challenges Naghipour faced when relaunching her
career was finding a position that fit her qualifications. “I didn’t realize
how hard it would be to get back into a similar role that I left,” she says,
“and that discouraged me.” She was working in senior leadership when she
took her hiatus, and served as a board trustee during her break, but the
jobs she was being offered were far below her experience level. Her credentials, she says, were often minimized by recruiters—a common encounter
returners say they run into. “A lot of them are forced to take up entry-level
jobs, which do not take into account the professional experience they
already have,” says Deepika Chhibber, program director at Women Back to
Work. “They should not be penalized for taking a break.”
Although the majority of organizations still fail to tap into this unique
labor pool, many are starting to actively and consciously include returners
as part of their talent strategy and diversity initiatives. They are teaming
up with groups like Women Back to Work, iRelaunch, and reacHIRE to
create “returnships”—internship-like work programs tailored to people
reentering the workforce that offer mid- to senior-level positions.
In fact, returnships were how Naghipour and Seery relaunched their careers.
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“I didn’t realize
how hard
it would be
to get back into
a similar role.”

“I was trying
to convince
employers
to hire me.”

MEN (BACK) AT WORK
Men, too, are returning from long breaks—
and facing similar challenges.
Statistically, the majority of men pausing
their careers are becoming stay-at-home
dads—at a rate that’s increased sharply in
three decades.

Fathers
staying at home
with family

—Naveen Gopal

Labor
participation of
working-age men

argaret Seery started her journey back to work three years
ago, but she wasn’t hired until earlier this year. She spent
that time, she says, exploring what she wanted to do for
work. As a STEM professional, Seery worked in software
development and technical project management. But she
wanted to make sure that her new career fit the person she is today. “Being
a returner is an interesting position to be in,” she says.
Seery joined the Women Back to Work program to help support her
relaunch efforts. Through the initiative, powered by the IT staffing firm
Akraya, Inc., she was able to connect to free resources, guidance, networking, and tools that made reentering the labor market less strenuous.
The program also led to her first job after 19 years. Women Back to
Work recently partnered with Cisco Systems to launch a 16-week pilot
returnship, which kicked off in March and welcomed its first large cohort
on May 6. Seery works there as a technical program manager. “I have
no doubt that she will add a tremendous amount of value to Cisco,” says
Nathan Sheranian, human resources consultant at Cisco. “Conventional
wisdom wouldn’t lead you to expect someone with that gap to show up in
that manner, but she completely blew that notion out of the water.”
Similarly, Bunny Naghipour relaunched her career after joining
Deloitte’s Encore program, which the professional services firm created in
partnership with reacHIRE. Naghipour began her returnship in August. A
few months later, on April 1, Deloitte offered her a full-time position as a
cloud strategy senior consultant.
But women aren’t the only ones taking advantage of returnships. As
more men are pausing their careers to stay at home with their kids—or for
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other reasons—more men are also finding their way into these programs.
And that has tremendous implications for the larger pool of male returners, says Carol Fishman Cohen, chair and cofounder of the career reentry
firm iRelaunch. “More men are willing to come forward now with their
return-to-work stories than five or 10 years ago,” she says. “The stigma for
men who are coming off of career breaks is disappearing.”
Naveen Gopal is one those relaunchers. Gopal’s decision to pause his
career in the fall of 2014 was not an easy choice. At the time, he was experiencing health issues and received conflicting medical opinions. But he
knew in order to get better, he needed to take a break, he says, even if it put
him in “a very difficult position.”
Gopal, who worked in the power industry for 12 years, never stopped
looking for work while he was on hiatus. Like many returners, he was eager
to get back to the office. And, like many returners, Gopal faced barriers.
The gap in the work experience, for example, was a sticking point for hiring
managers. “I was trying to convince employers to hire me,” he says.
In August 2018, Gopal joined the United Technologies Company’s
Re-Empower Program, a returnship designed in partnership with
iRelaunch and the Society of Women Engineers. The program, he says,
helped him “a lot”—the coaching sessions, one-on-one mentorship, and
connections with fellow returners gave him the support he needed to
relaunch his career successfully. After Gopal graduated the program in
December, UTC hired him on full-time as a senior engineer.

eturnships are often described as mid- or late-career
internships, but they’re more than that, experts say. Cisco,
for example, structured its reentry program so that each
position is treated similar to a full-time employee role, says
Andrea Lim, Cisco’s head of transformation and chief of
staff. Returners receive the same access to healthcare benefits, on-site
facilities, and childcare, Lim explains, and there’s an opportunity to join
Cisco full-time at the end of the 16 weeks. “Our goal is to be able to bring
all of these women into the fold,” she says.
Returnships are just one piece of the puzzle, though. Organizations
that are serious about diversifying their workforce can take other longterm steps to attract returners. One practice, as identified in Korn Ferry’s
Disrupting Talent Management report, would be to build a cohesive marketplace for talent—in this case, a company alumni network—that could
help leaders feed their talent pool and maintain relationships with former
workers. “That can do a lot for recruiting efforts when the need arises to
fill a role,” says Korn Ferry Institute’s Orr.
Indeed, for the here and now, experts say organizations need to begin
ignoring the gap—or, at the very least, work to understand it. People who
take career hiatuses still pursue goals and develop skills. They manage
competing priorities, deal with conflict, handle tough schedules, and oversee projects, just not in a professional setting. And all of those experiences
are easily transferrable to the workplace, experts say.
That’s why Vashisht, Women Back to Work’s cofounder, has one piece of
advice for organizations: “You don’t have to hire returners,” she says. “You
just have to interview them.”
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A Tenacious
Turnaround
The CEO of Hanger Inc., a leading prosthetics and orthotics
service provider, tells a remarkable story of coming back
from financial restatements and a stock market delisting.
Story by

Peter Lauria

THE
PROBLEM
Hanger Inc.,
a high-flying
prosthetics and
orthotics service
provider, must
find a way to
recover from
a years-long
accounting
investigation.

WHY IT
MAT TERS

VERNITA → peer mentor

Whether through
disruption, poor
decision-making,
or something
else, any firm can
find itself in a
dire situation.

THE
SOLUTION
Leaders need to
rely on tenacity,
a commitment
to purpose, and
transparency
to help their
organizations
out of a
downward spiral.

PHOTOGRAPHS
COURTESY
HANGER INC.
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Vinit Asar, CEO of Hanger Inc.

I N I T A SA R H A D HOPE D T H AT H I S

50th birthday would be a chance to be around family,
friends, and close colleagues. Even for a few minutes,
the CEO of Hanger Inc. thought he’d get a momentary
respite from the trials and turmoil his company faced.
Instead, Asar was in the same place he had spent
much of his time as head of the country’s largest
provider of prosthetic and orthotic services, meeting
with directors and lawyers about the ramifications
of decisions made long before he took the job. Now, at
his 50th birthday party, amid an audit-committee investigation into multiyear
accounting restatements and accounting irregularities, Asar got a call no CEO
would ever want: the New York Stock Exchange was delisting Hanger’s shares.
To buy or sell shares, investors would have to go to the so-called “pink sheets,”
an over-the-counter market long shunned by many investors.
“I’ll never forget it—I was assembling the board and putting in a poison pill while
shaking hands and smiling as everyone wished me happy birthday,” says Asar.
But while most companies would never survive all this, Hanger has quite a
different story to tell today. Its stock is back trading on the NYSE, its share price
more than eight times higher than its lowest point after the delisting in 2016.

A TENACIOUS TURNAROUND
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Headquarters Austin, Texas

“No one
gives you
a playbook
on how
to refresh
your
board of
directors.”

|

Primary products Orthotic and prosthetic (O&P) patient 		

Asar, who was cleared of any wrongdoing by the audit-committee
investigation, is still the boss, and told investors recently that
Hanger is in the “best position it has ever been” to grow.
As David Vied—Korn Ferry’s global sector leader of medical devices and diagnostics, who worked with Hanger on its
recovery—puts it, the new CEO had to face “issues he didn’t
create” at the start. “The level of tenacity demonstrated by Vinit
and his team to keep the company focused during this turnaround was extraordinary.”
Of course, tenacity isn’t the only thing that saved Hanger. The
company’s story—and Asar’s—goes far beyond the potentially
crippling accounting woes and digs deep into what recovery at a
high corporate level can require. For leaders, it is a rare glimpse
into what is needed to turn around a company caught in a downward spiral.

A NG E R’S L I N E AG E DAT ES BAC K TO J U N E 18 61
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and the Battle of Philippi, the first land battle of the Civil War. Confederate soldier James Edward Hanger was in a barn when Union forces opened
fire. A cannonball ricocheted into the barn and tore through Hanger’s leg,
requiring what would be the first battlefield amputation of the war. After returning home, Hanger would design his own artificial leg that had a critical feature
most didn’t: a stable, articulating knee for better comfort and movement. He
would get a patent for that, helping to launch a company that has lasted 158 years.
Hanger spent most of that history avoiding any turmoil. But starting in the
mid-1990s, the company embarked on a roll-up strategy that would ultimately
create headaches in the future. In 1999, the company instantly doubled its size
when it acquired the orthotics and prosthetics business of NovaCare. In addition
to that deal, from 1995 to 2008, Hanger made roughly 100 other acquisitions. In
1999, Fortune ranked Hanger 79th on its list of 100 fastest-growing companies.
It would go on to grow to 800 clinics in 46 states across the country, generating
more than $1 billion in revenue.
Asar himself would join Hanger in 2008, as its first chief growth officer. He
had worked up the ranks of the medical-devices division of Johnson & Johnson, and after successfully identifying many new businesses for Hanger, was
appointed chief operating officer in 2011. Less than a year later, he became CEO.
He got six months to help the company grow, but when the Securities and
Exchange Commission began asking questions, first on a routine basis but eventually through its enforcement division, the headaches would begin to snowball:
Hanger and its outside auditor would begin to uncover problems in various
areas of the company’s accounting. Ultimately, the company restated four years’
worth of financial statements, reducing pre-tax earnings for those years by an
aggregate of more than $175.1 million. “The company didn’t have the proper
infrastructure to support its high growth,” says Vied. Asar is more blunt. “The
accounting practices weren’t strong at all.”

care services and devices
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2018 revenue $1.05 billion
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plans for the firm when he started as CEO were just what Hanger would
need to begin the road toward recovery. His plan was to refresh the board
and transform the executive management team. “No one gives you a
playbook on how to refresh your board of directors,” he says. Complicating matters was that the firm’s prior two CEOs were on the board at the time, and nearly
all the existing directors had ties to them. Working closely with the chairman of
the board, Asar began the process of recruiting experienced, independent publiccompany directors.
With the board refresh still in progress, the accounting crisis hit full force
in late 2014 and early 2015. As the audit-committee investigation began, Asar
established several key precepts. First, after discussions with his general
counsel, Asar demanded complete transparency. “Once the issues came up, our
lawyers and auditors had to have free rein to fully investigate the issues, and the
chips would fall where they may,” Asar says.
Second, he told the company’s operational leaders, managers, and employees
they had one directive: make sure the patient stays at the core of Hanger’s business. “Our mantra is empowering human potential, and our services help people
get their lives back,” Asar says. “That resonates with our employees in a huge
way, and it kept everyone together through the hard times.” Asar embarked on
a listening tour of Hanger’s clinic locations, visiting 60 to 80 of them annually
over the course of the next several years. One of the biggest cultural changes
Asar made at Hanger came from this time in the field, expanding on the company’s mantra, and clearly defining the company’s purpose as “Empowering
Human Potential Together.”
“Out in the field, there was a little bit of embarrassment about what we were
going through,” Asar says. “Clearly defining our purpose and adding ‘together’
to the end of our mantra was a small change that
everyone could rally around.”
Despite the accounting woes, Asar spearheaded the efforts to successfully refresh the
board with new directors who have extensive
public-company or healthcare-industry experience. He has also replaced most of the company’s
executive leadership team. Included among the
new director and executive-officer recruits are
former C-suite executives at Abbott Laboratories,
Bayer, Hospira, Humana, and Kaiser Foundation
Health Plans, among others. “That’s a remarkable feat to accomplish in the midst of Hanger’s
issues,” says Vied, who helped on some of the
C-suite and board placements. Conversely, Asar
cites as a point of pride that throughout this
process, the turnover rate for Hanger’s clinicians,
whom he refers to as the heart and soul of the
company, remained steady.

“I took a
chance
on making a
change, and
I couldn’t
just walk
away. I
believed in
the mission.”
A TENACIOUS TURNAROUND
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S o u r c e : ya h o o f i n a n c e

James Edward Hanger (top left) was the first documented amputee of the American Civil War.
He founded the company in 1861. Today, Hanger Inc. provides orthotic and prosthetic patient
care offering a range of services for people with limb loss and orthotic needs.
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in a three-pronged strategy to turn around Hanger, which Asar and his
team boiled down into a pithy tagline: Stabilize. Prepare. Grow. The first
two parts involved getting through the investigation and rebuilding the
accounting and financial-reporting function. Now, Asar says, it’s time to return
to growth.
Indeed, Gregory Button, president of Korn Ferry’s Global Healthcare Services
practice, says the perception of Hanger today is very different than it was just
five years ago. “People feel better about where they are,” says Button. “When
you go through this sort of situation, you are completely inundated with compliance, structure, and process, which stymies your ability to do anything else.
Now they are at a point where they can shift focus from inside to outside.”
Button cautions, however, that Hanger—and by extension Asar—isn’t out of
the woods yet. “They still have to perform and prove themselves to get back to
where they once were in the eyes of investors,” he says.
Put another way, investors need to be able to trust Hanger again. That’s why,
about a year ago, when it became clear Hanger was moving beyond its sins of the
past and would relist on the NYSE, Asar and his chief financial officer brought in a
new head of investor relations. The three set out on a series of multicity road trips
to reconcile with old Hanger investors and find new ones. The effort resulted in an
almost entirely new investor base, particularly among its 10 largest shareholders.
For Asar, the turnaround is particularly redemptive. He left a promising
career at Johnson & Johnson to live out his CEO dreams at Hanger. Then they
quickly turned into a nightmare. “I took a chance on making a change, and I
couldn’t just walk away. I believed in the mission,” he says.

“Now they
are at
a point
where they
can shift
focus from
inside to
outside.”
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in its turnaround when Asar got a call from Hanger’s general counsel. Thanks
to the transparency, investments, and leadership changes he spearheaded at
Hanger, the SEC was shutting down its investigation—without filing charges
against the company.
“It was the single best phone call of my career,” he says.
Then in the late summer of 2018, more than two years after that 50th birthday
phone call, Asar heard again from the NYSE—this time that the company’s shares
were approved for relisting. Two months later, on Veterans Day, he and other
executives stood in the Exchange with the retired senator, ex-Navy SEAL, and
Hanger patient Bob Kerrey and other veterans for the final redemption—ringing
the opening bell. /

A TENACIOUS TURNAROUND
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A new generation of doctored news stories, photos,
and videos is emerging. How leaders are dealing with the influx
of easy-to-make and surprisingly effective “deepfakes.”

By David Berreby
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The Problem

Doctored videos and
other online content are
becoming much easier
to make and a lot more
difficult to catch.

Why It Matters

These “deepfakes” can
be used to manipulate
public sentiment about
people, places, and
products.

The Solution

A growing group of
scientists is developing
ways to stop fakes, using
the same tech tools that
help make them.

So which video was real? Neither.
The first was created by taking scattered, small natural
ums and ahs from Pelosi’s 21-minute speech and jamming
them together into a single 30-second sequence. The second
clip slowed down a recording to 75 percent of its normal
speed while digitally altering Pelosi’s vocal pitch to sound
as it would at 100 percent. Presto: slurred words and weird
pauses that never occurred. The creator of both videos,
according to news reports, was neither a Russian master
spy nor a genius hacker but a 34-year-old day laborer in the
Bronx who runs a few politically oriented Facebook pages.
The man denied it, but few believed him, largely because a
Facebook official anonymously confirmed his identity.

This is life in 2019. Though news fakes have been around
for years, a new generation of videos, photos, and stories known as
“deepfakes” is increasingly becoming part of our daily media diet.
And pretty much anyone can create them.
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At

noon on May 22, Nancy Pelosi,
the Speaker of the United States
House of Representatives, met
with reporters to talk about a
meeting she had had earlier in
the day with President Donald
Trump. Shortly after, a brief clip
of Pelosi’s remarks appeared on
Facebook. She sounds uncertain,
stumbling through words and
saying “um” and “ah” repeatedly. Minutes later, a video of another
Pelosi appearance showed up on a different Facebook page. This
time she’s slurring her words, hesitating several seconds between
phrases, and generally sounding like someone who’s had a few
too many beers. President Trump retweeted the first clip to his
60 million followers along with the phrase “PELOSI STAMMERS
THROUGH NEWS CONFERENCE.” The second video was
watched more than 2 million times on Facebook.
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F ked Out
Thanks to fast internet connections, plenty of data, and, most importantly,
artificial intelligence, forgers can easily make and distribute partially (or totally)
fabricated audio, photos, maps, texts, and other information. These fakes might
show a politician speaking with slurred words, an actor in an embarrassing
position, or a neighborhood sprouting a building that doesn’t exist. A lot of this
is harmless; the internet is filled with millions of poorly altered videos of cats
playing pianos, people hitting 100-yard field goals, and other amusingly impossible feats. But experts from multiple fields worry that the latest fakes can alter
perceptions of real people, politics, products, and policies. Private citizens and
companies are anxious, and even Congress is worried; in June it held first-of-itskind hearings on fakes.
“The circulation of deepfakes has potentially explosive implications for
individuals and society,” stated University of Maryland law professor Danielle
Citron in her written testimony. “Under assault will be reputations, political
discourse, elections, journalism, national security, and truth as the foundation
of democracy.” Plus, with each passing year, these fakes are becoming cheaper
to make and distribute while becoming even tougher to root out. We may be only
beginning a global march toward Peak Fake.

T

hough it got more attention during the last

presidential campaign, false information isn’t new to
the internet. Since the days of dial-up, anyone has been
able to find articles saying the Holocaust didn’t happen
or that the Earth is flat. That content can attract a
wide audience; fake news has been blamed for inciting
violence in India, Myanmar, and other nations. But in
those cases, the web was just an amplifier.
Digital fakery is different. These fakes turn people
into digital puppets, doing or saying things they
never said or did, or manipulate places to include events that never happened (or
erase events that did). It’s a new form of content for which many of us have few
defenses.
“People process faces and emotions unconsciously,” says Jay Van Bavel, a
professor of psychology and neural science at New York University who has
researched the reasons people believe and spread fake news. Studies have shown
that the amygdala—a brain region that responds to intense experiences—will
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become more active after a mere
30 milliseconds of seeing a photo of
a fearful face. Such responses take
place so fast we may not be aware
that they are happening. And what
we aren’t aware of is much harder
to control or rebut.
When we evaluate something
we read or hear, we have a moment
to consider the possibility that it’s
untrue or inaccurate. Some of us,
It’s getting harder to tell phony information
Van Bavel notes, are pretty good at
from real maps, photos, video, audio, and
sussing out what’s real. But a wellwriting. Here are ways that can help anyone
doctored video or map doesn’t give
determine what’s authentic.
people the time or the clues that
they need. “The types of cognitive
tools and skills that help us see
Photos
Video
through a fake story and realize it
Run the image through a
Video manipulation often
is far-fetched to think that Hillary
Google Images search or the
causes changes in lighting,
Clinton wants to impose sharia law
reverse image search engine
shadows, and coloring that
in Florida—I don’t know if they will
TinEye. Seeing that the
can be hard to restore. It takes
help us see through these videos.”
exact image has occurred in
little time for a trained expert
many different contexts on
to detect and document these
Fakers’ motives are varied.
the web is a sign that it was
incongruities, according
Some falsify for the sheer pleasure
digitally
dropped
into
yours.
to Hany Farid, a computerof making things up. For example,
At the very least, a photo
science professor and
the term “deepfake” originally
supposedly taken yesterday
digital-forensics expert at the
referred to clips of famous peoples’
shouldn’t be reproduced on
University of California Berkefaces digitally attached to actors in
web pages from a month, a
ley. There are also AI tools
porn videos. Makers of such clips,
year, or a decade ago.
for detecting fakery, such as
though they’ve injured both the
the web-based analysis app
famous performer and the decapiShallow, available for free.
Maps
Google Maps has to work
tated porn actor, aren’t trying to
constantly against groups
Text
fool anyone. There are plenty of
that
try
to
fake
map
content,
AI
is built to recognize and
examples of less malicious, more
the company has said. The
generate patterns—not to
playful versions of the “Let’s see
culprits are often businesses
understand what the patwhat I can make up” impulse all
trying to promote themterns represent. Look for
over the web. Some Russia-based
selves or even governments
such references to imposscientists recently animated the
manipulating areas for
sible events (fires occurring
Mona Lisa, making her look around
national security reasons.
under water, for example).
One way to check maps for
Similarly, because machines
and speak in an uncanny video.
fakery is to compare multiple
know patterns but not meanOther fakers are out for thrills or
versions and types. Traffic,
ings, AI writing can produce
maybe a bit of cash. The Pelosi vidtopological, and satellite
weird phrases that a human
eos were well-liked by many who
images may not line up.
writer would never use.
don’t like her politics and, according to news reports, brought their
creator some ad revenue.
More worrisome are fakes that are in fact part of someone’s considered strategy for winning power and profits (or, conversely, making rivals look bad). For
example, during Brazil’s 2019 election campaign, many citizens received false
information via WhatsApp group messages. WhatsApp is a key method of communication in Brazil, estimated to be used by more than half of the country’s

Is It Real or Is It …?
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F ked Out

S

o what can we do to stop, or contain, the spread

210 million citizens. Some of the group messages were old-fashioned lies, but
others were novelties made possible by digital technology. For example, according to Luca Belli, a professor at the Fundação Getúlio Vargas School of Law, doctored photos showed officials of one political party celebrating with Fidel Castro
during the Cuban Revolution, and doctored audio misrepresented the views of
that party’s presidential candidate, Fernando Haddad. According to the Brazilian
newspaper Folha de São Paulo, the WhatsApp messaging campaign was paid for
by a pro-business lobby backing Haddad’s rival, Jair Bolsonaro. (Bolsonaro won
the election.)
Technology may make creating these fakes easier, but the reasons they succeed
are rooted in the ancient structure of the mind. Political fakery appeals to people’s
sense of threat (the other side is really bad) and what psychologists call “confirmation bias”—the well-documented fact that we easily take in (and share) information that aligns with our beliefs and resist information that seems to contradict
them. Many internet organizations take advantage of these ancient psychological
mechanisms. The incentives in our hyperconnected world are to share not what is
true but what is engaging, and the fakes are designed to catch attention.
Plus, there’s divided opinion on what exactly to do with fake videos. Take them
down? Prosecute creators? Do nothing? YouTube opted to take the Pelosi videos
down shortly after they were posted, but Facebook didn’t. Instead, the social network attached warnings that the videos were disputed and links to fact-checks.
A few weeks after the Pelosi videos debuted, Facebook also let another wellcirculated fake stay on its platform. This one had Facebook’s own CEO, Mark
Zuckerberg, saying all his ideas come from SPECTRE, the fictional outfit whose
nefarious plans James Bond is always trying to foil. “We don’t have a policy that
stipulates that the information you post on Facebook must be true,” Facebook
said in a statement about the Pelosi videos, reminding us clearly that engaging
content is different from true content.
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of digital fakery? One possible solution, already being pursued, is to apply the tools of artificial intelligence, which help
create the fakes, to the job of exposing them. For instance,
since most videos and photos show people with their eyes
open, it is hard for fake-video creators to collect images of people with their eyes closed. People in fake videos simply don’t
blink normally, a team of researchers from Cornell University
discovered. They created an algorithm to tell fake videos from
real ones by analyzing blink rates. The US Department of
Defense is reportedly working on AI that can detect deepfakes as well.
However, for the moment, the fakers are far more numerous than the people
working to expose their frauds. “We are outgunned,” Hany Farid, a computerscience professor and digital-forensics expert at the University of California
Berkeley, recently told the Washington Post. “The number of people working on
the video-synthesis side, as opposed to the detector side, is 100 to 1.” Even if that
situation were to improve, there are other reasons to worry about a machine
solution to the problem of fakes. The more we depend on AI to protect us from
fakes that fool people, the more we expose ourselves to a new
and potentially greater danger: fakes that fool the machines.
Such forms of fraud already exist. Chinese researchers have
demonstrated AI techniques to fool computers that analyze
satellite images and photos of terrain. Experts worry about the
domino effects of “poisoned” data as it flows from one machine
to another, without humans knowing that anything is amiss.
Todd Myers, automation lead and chief information officer in the
Office of the Director of Technology at the National GeospatialIntelligence Agency, told an AI conference last spring to imagine
a plan of battle that depends on troops taking a crucial bridge—
which doesn’t turn out to be there. Or the consequences of faked
map info being used to route self-driving trucks. The government
might be able to police its own data to guard against such fakery,
but what about other organizations that rely on satellite images
to understand the world and make decisions?
Even if we can perfect methods to sort out real videos, maps,
audio, and words from fakes, some fear we can’t escape the damage to society the fakes can cause by their mere existence. Citizens
may soon have trouble trusting anything in the media—especially if it’s a message
that doesn’t align with what they want to believe. In the long term, Van Bavel
speculates, “that could enhance polarization. That’s where I see a possible political
consequence—over a long period of time, that could erode social trust.”
This isn’t just a matter of people’s willingness to believe this or that particular
video. There are also secondary effects from seeing others’ reactions and suspecting their motives. A couple of weeks after the Pelosi videos appeared, it was
widely reported that Mark Zuckerberg had called the House Speaker to discuss
the issue and Facebook’s role in it. It was also widely reported that she never
called him back. The videos had been debunked, but one link in the web of trust
that keeps society together had broken.

We may
be only
beginning
a global
march
toward
Peak Fake.
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For most, roller coasters are
a weekend thrill. But this
multibillion-dollar business
is full of leadership lessons.
See the video at
kornferry.com/institute.

G

olf carts buzzed around the
grounds, ferrying staging crews,
their walkie-talkies crackling.
Sets pulsed with bold colors—
vibrant purples, neon greens, and
fire-engine reds. The circuitous
configurations of the queues spoke of
big crowds to come, but for now they
were empty. Everywhere it was nearly
showtime; all that was lacking were
the guests.
What felt like backstage at an
open-air music festival, complete with

well-stocked shelves of souvenirs,
was actually preseason prep time at
Six Flags Great America in Gurnee,
Illinois, 40 miles north of downtown
Chicago. It’s one of 26 Great America
theme parks in North America and
a small part of the $45 billion global
theme-park and amusement industry
that, according to the International
Association of Amusement Parks and
Attractions, is projected to grow by
6.5 percent annually to hit $60.5 billion
in 2022.

BY PATRICIA CRISAFULLI
→

THE PROBLEM

Like many entertainment
businesses, roller coaster
operators have to keep
upping the thrill factor.

WHY IT MATTERS

In the age of disruption,
practically every industry
must continuously
reinvent itself.

THE SOLUTION

Roller coasters need
to rely on continuous
innovation, compelling
consumer experiences,
and loyal brand
communities.
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America was open only on the weekends in
preparation for the full season, which typically
attracts hundreds of thousands of people each
year. We walked the grounds with Lee Stellhorn,
a corporate engineer for Six Flags Theme Parks,
past the double-decker merry-go-round (one of
only a few in North America) and an intensely
twisted purple-and-green coaster named The
Joker—located, appropriately, next to the rival
coaster named Batman. Tall and lanky, with an
easygoing manner, Stellhorn has been a roller
coaster enthusiast since he was a boy. “To me,
riding a roller coaster is a controlled thrill,” he
says with a smile.
And the thrills keep getting bigger, faster,
taller.
This year, Great America unveiled its newest
attraction at the park and the 17th coaster on the
property: the triple-record-breaking Maxx Force.
This coaster has the fastest launch, going from
0 to 78 mph in less than two seconds; the fastest
inversion—in other words, flipping riders upside
down at 60 mph; and the tallest double inversion,
at 176 feet.
The coaster comes on the heels of one innovation after another in an industry that seems
to be on a continuous loop to outdo itself. Also
new this year are the 220-foot Steel Curtain at
Kennywood in Pittsburgh, with nine inversions,
and the TMNT Shellraiser at the Nickelodeon
Universe Theme Park in East Rutherford, New
Jersey, with seven inversions and the steepest
drop ever. Just to name a few. “In this industry,
innovation is key, and it leads to a lot of firsts
and new experiences,” Stellhorn says.
But innovation isn’t all that’s key in this business. The industry may be purely in the entertainment sector, but amid the screams and scares
created for millions of thrill seekers, the firms
behind all these rides are operating under some
key leadership lessons. They too, for example,
must focus on everything from customer loyalty
to creating the kind of full-immersion consumer
experiences that are not unlike some other industries. So join us on a different sort of ride.
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When we visited, Six Flags Great
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Taller, Faster, More Exciting

Today, there are nearly 5,000 roller
coasters worldwide, typically centerpieces of theme parks. Some are hits
right away, and some are not. Undeterred, the industry keeps expanding
globally, as theme parks and amusements find enthusiasts everywhere.
One of the fastest-growing regions is
the Middle East and North Africa, where
theme-park spending is expected to
triple over the next five years. China has
several new properties in works, including Universal Studios Beijing and Six
Flags parks in the planning stages.
Driving that global growth is
i nnovation—not just ever taller but
creating thrills in all directions. “Flying coasters” simulate the experience
of soaring through the air (riders are
strapped in a prone position parallel to
the track). “Wing coasters” seat riders
on both sides of the track, with nothing
above or below them. Add to that corkscrews, inversions, and airtime—that
stomach-lurching feeling of floating out
of your seat.
Innovation also brings new life to
old coasters. The original wooden roller

coasters become rough rides over time,
which turns off fans. Instead of retiring
old wooden coasters, Rocky Mountain
Construction, based in Idaho, reinvents
them. Mean Streak was the tallest
wooden roller coaster in the world when it
opened in 1991 at the famed Cedar Point
in Ohio, the self-proclaimed roller coaster
capital of the world. Closed after 25 years,
Mean Streak found new life after it was
retrofitted with steel-rail technology
by Rocky Mountain Construction and
unveiled in May 2018 as Steel Vengeance.
“We were able to take this old ride that
was super iconic and make it even more
iconic,” says Colin Coon, a design engineer for Rocky Mountain Construction.
Driving all this innovation is a real
passion among designers—those we
talked to have been fans since childhood.
In design labs and at drawing boards,
experts say, imagination to dream up the
seemingly impossible is the secret ingredient. Stellhorn recalls one roller coaster
concept that literally started with a
paper clip bent into a certain shape: “We
said, ‘What if we could make something
like this?’ It’s just a little bit of courage
to take that step.”

“We said, ‘What if we could make
something like this?’ It’s just a little bit
of courage to take that step.”
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It’s Not Just the Ride

For all the hype, not to mention wait
times in line of two or three hours, the
roller coaster ride lasts only a minute or
two. The irony is, the faster roller coasters go, the shorter the ride. Even so, fans
can’t wait to ride again and again.
For this industry, as in many others,
the recipe for repeat business goes far
beyond the ride—or the product. It’s
creating a compelling experience, beginning with anticipation and continuing
well beyond the actual “consumption.”
According to Jim Mourey, assistant professor of marketing at DePaul University
in Chicago, that could well be applied
to the world of retail, to enhance online
shopping experiences with interactive
content and to create more memorable
visits to brick-and-mortar stores.
“How do we think about what consumers are experiencing on their way
into the store or while they are waiting
in line?” he asks. “What is that service
engagement like when they are actually consuming a product or service

in-store?” For roller coaster riders, after
the adrenaline rush, the fun is reliving
it. That sparks a “word-of-mouth conversation after the ride is over, because
the ride itself is too fast to take in all at
once,” says Mourey.
A memorable experience doesn’t
require being the fastest or tallest. It can
also happen with a story, with amusement rides that create immersion into a
different world—such as the Wizarding
World of Harry Potter at Universal
Orlando Resort in Florida, which spans
two theme parks and includes rides
through scenes re-created from the
Harry Potter books and movies. The
Walt Disney World Resort is also taking
the storytelling route with the first
roller coaster at its Epcot theme park in
Florida: The Guardians of the Galaxy
ride, set to debut in 2021, modeled after
the Guardians of the Galaxy film series.
“It may not be the fastest or the tallest or
the most thrilling, but it’s telling a story
that resonates with that brand community,” Mourey says.

A memorable experience doesn’t require
being the fastest or tallest.
It can also happen with a story.

BRAND COMMU
E
H
T
NITY
Bragging Rights

Compelling consumer experiences
bring together communities of fans who
identify with particular brands. In terms
of consumer psychology, brand communities are all about affiliation—think
Mac computer users who distinguish
themselves from PC people. Roller
coaster enthusiasts are a similar breed.
They want to be among the first go to
there and ride that (ideally on opening
day)—with the T-shirt and the social
media postings to prove it. For brand
marketers, that kind of engagement is a
dream come true.
At the heart of the roller coaster
community is a sense of achievement,
says Mourey, and it’s a strong driver for
consumer experiences. “It’s the anticipation of taking on a challenge and then
living to tell about it afterwards,” says
Mourey, who had to overcome his fear of
roller coasters as a kid to join his siblings
and cousins on the rides.
That sense of thrill and achievement

attracts roller coaster fans of all ages
and backgrounds. Alexandra Friedman,
a business coach in Chicago, has been a
roller coaster fan all her life. “One minute
I can be screaming at the top of my lungs
and the next flooded with a sense of joy
and relief,” she says. Friedman spent
her 50th birthday riding the Cyclone at
Coney Island, while her husband and
their friends looked on with bemusement. “It was me and a bunch of sweaty
eighth graders,” she laughs.
A former sales training and development executive for Xerox, Friedman
even sees business corollaries in her
roller coaster passion. “Whether you’re
launching a new product, merging with
another company, or starting a new business venture, having the right strategy
and the right resources in place will
enable you to ride the highs and lows. At
the end, you need to feel the journey was
worth it.”
Now that’s something to think about
while waiting in line for two hours.

FASTEST, TALLEST, MOST EXCITING IN THE WORLD
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KINGDA KA
Six Flags Great
Adventure, New Jersey
Reaching a height of 456
feet, this short yet sweet
ride thrills guests in only
28 seconds.

FORMULA ROSSA
Ferrari World, Abu Dhabi
This coaster races to a top
speed of 149.1 miles per
hour before navigating a
course filled with tight
turns and big hills.

STEEL DRAGON 2000
Nagashima Spa
Land, Japan
Spanning over 8,100 feet,
this coaster was specially
designed to be resistant to
earthquakes.

SMILER
Alton Towers, England
While traveling through its
compact course, riders are flipped
upside down a total of 14 times.

TMNT SHELLRAISER
Nickelodeon Universe
Theme Park, New Jersey
New for 2019, this roller coaster drops
guests at an angle of 121.5 degrees.

DOWNTIME

The
Mental
Game
Can’t seem to handle the pressure
of a “fun” golf game? A PGA TOUR
president has some thoughts.
By Jill Wiltfong

The

first thing buzzing in your head is
the mere fact that the PLAYERS
Stadium Course at TPC Sawgrass is one of the
world’s most difficult golf courses. Your anxiety
amps up more as you contemplate what awaits
you: the 17th hole, known as the “Island Green,”
which is almost completely surrounded by water.
Even champions have choked there.
The reality is, the 17th is a short par 3, a mere
132 yards. But between the tee and the green
is all that water—not to mention the hype and
history of the course, and the fact that 100,000
golf balls are pulled out of that water each year.
Fortunately, on this day, we have a helpful
expert with us: Alexandra “Alex” Baldwin, who
made golf history as the first female to lead
one of the PGA TOUR’s six global Tours. In her
view, she likens facing the 17th to some of the
same mental challenges business leaders face
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The Mental Game

frequently—and her advice might surprise you. “Don’t worry about the ball landing
in the water,” she says. The critical step is to jump into the challenge without
hesitation—and not overthink it. Or as she says, “Put a tee in the ground, take a deep
breath, and swing.”
Of all the sports out there, the challenges in golf may be the easiest to compare to
those of the corporate world. Instead of just pure physicality, golfers need to deal with
a host of head games and pressures as they line up those 10-foot putts or take on a hole
surrounded by water.
Although not a professional golfer herself, Baldwin has been in and around the golf
world throughout her varied and very successful career. During the recent launch of
the new Korn Ferry Tour, a yearly series of golf tournaments for rising PGA TOUR
stars, Korn Ferry’s Chief Marketing Officer Jill Wiltfong sat down with Baldwin at this
famed course in Ponte Vedra Beach, Florida—and chatted about the mental game.

→ What’s your
mindset for playing
a round of golf?

of Golf’s
Toughest Holes
Augusta National Golf Club, 12th Hole
Unpredictable winds, a large creek, and a
flower bed of azaleas make this an intimidating
par 3 even for famous pros.
The Old Course at St Andrews Links, 17th Hole
What may be the most infamous hole in golf,
this par 4 demands blind faith with a tee shot
over a railway shed.
Pebble Beach Golf Links, 9th Hole
Although breathtakingly beautiful with views
of the Pacific, this hole requires landing shots
between a bunker and an ocean.
Oakmont Country Club, 3rd Hole
This course is famous for its bunkers, and on
the 3rd hole, hitting the fairway is the only way
to survive.
Ko'olau Golf Club, 18th Hole
Located alongside a mountainous rain forest on
the island of Oahu, this hole is lined with deep
ravines where golf balls are lost forever.
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Baldwin → I am
competitive, so if
I don’t play well, I
can get frustrated.
But you always have
to remember why
you’re playing. You’re
playing because it’s
fun. You’re playing
because it’s a beautiful
walk outdoors. You’re
playing because you
are in the company
of others who are
going to enrich your
life, whether from
a business perspective or a relationship
perspective.
→ That helps
because some
rounds are going to
be much better—or
worse—than others.
It’s all about being
in the game.
Baldwin → And I
really think that we,
as women, need to be

out there. If you ask a
man if he plays golf,
the answer is of course
he does. He could be
a 20, 22, or even a 28
handicap, but there’s
no hesitation in saying
he’s a golfer. But often,
if you ask a woman
if she plays golf, her
answer is, “Well, I’m
not that good.” It’s
always qualified with
the level of play.
→ Your career
path has taken
you from agent to
corporate sponsorships, back to agent,
and then to the PGA
TOUR. How has your
mental game sharpened your edge as
you’ve advanced in
your career?
Baldwin → If you
had told me years ago
what I’d be doing now,
I never would have
seen it. But there is
certainly something
to putting yourself out
there. You have to keep
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moving forward. We
each have a path, but
it’s never a straight
line. I’m a firm believer
in taking risks. There’s
nothing I love more
than taking on a new
challenge and a new
opportunity. I have
a constant need to
build and grow and
get ready for the next
challenge.
→ So the next
time you’re out on
the course, what are
you going to think
about?
Baldwin → I think
about the conversations and interactions
that happen on the
golf course. Playing
a round is a moment
shared with someone.
My favorite foursome
bar none is my two
kids and my husband
and just getting out
there together and
playing nine holes.

DOWNTIME

PRICEY
BUT PRACTICAL TECH
Robotic lawn mowers, piano fine-tuners,
and much more.
BY RENEE MORAD

M

irror, mirror, on the wall: Who has
the best abs of them all? The latest
“mirror” may actually help answer
that while also offering a great workout
routine. There are also robotic lawn mowers,
and refrigerators that show you how much
food you have even when you’re nowhere
near the kitchen. Many of these gadgets
might be seen as a luxury, but the latest
actually offer a lot of convenience, says
Adam Wright, senior research analyst at the
market research firm IDC. Just be prepared
to shell out a few more dollars for these than
you would for a typical appliance.
Samsung
Family Hub
Smart
Refrigerator
($3,599)
Forget if you have milk in the
fridge? This appliance has
built-in cameras that allow
you to view what’s inside from
your mobile device, and users
can create and share shopping lists from the fridge for
convenience on grocery runs.
“Many consumers might find it
beneficial to have a connected
fridge that can serve as a home
hub,” Wright says. There’s also
a home screen to add pictures
and notes—with the option to
stream music or use other apps.
samsung.com
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↑

Husqvarna
Automower 315
Robotic Lawn
Mower ($1,799)

The Oracle Touch
by Breville ($2,499)
This innovative automatic
espresso machine brews true
café-quality coffee at home,
using a simple touch screen.
Full flavor and precise water
temperature? Check. Sufficient
steam pressure for micro-foam
and velvety milk texture?
Double check. The gadget is
second best to having your own
in-house barista.
breville.com

Mirror
($1,495, plus $39
per month)
Cardio, strength, yoga,
Pilates, barre…you name it,
and Mirror likely has it. A
unique play on America’s love
of boutique fitness, the Mirror
home gym sports an LCD panel,
stereo speakers, a camera, and
a mic. The device streams more
than 50 new workouts each week
and is achieving cult-like status
among several celebrities.
mirror.com

↓

↑
Reyburn
CyberTuner
($1,000)
Splurging a grand on an app
to help tune your grand piano
may seem excessive, but considering pianos need tuning
every few months, the price
strikes a better chord. The app
is geared toward users who
already know piano-tuning
basics and have their own
tuning equipment. It analyzes
aural tuning and suggests
intervals, checks notes,
performs fast pitch correction,
and creates musical tunings,
from low bass to high treble.
cybertuner.com

Some people find mowing the
lawn meditative, but for the
rest of us, this Roomba for
the yard might be a dream.
This robot lawn mower
syncs up with a mobile app
so users can remotely start
and stop the gadget while
monitoring its progress on a
virtual map. Made for lawns
of up to 0.4 acres, this tiny
powerhouse can navigate
slopes, tight spaces, and other
obstacles. This type of mower
can save money over the long
run, Wright says, since it also
displays alerts when it needs
maintenance, rather than a
homeowner just waiting for
the typical mower to
break down.
husqvarna.com

↓

↑
Insta360 Pro 2
Professional
VR Camera
($4,999)
This VR camera uses six
lenses and in-camera HDR
to create immersive, lifelike
experiences. The gadget
boasts clear, crisp image quality, high resolution, built-in
stabilization, and the ability
to convert footage into a
specially segmented sphere.
There’s also full integration
with Adobe Premiere Pro for
a more streamlined editing
process. Pricey, yes. But what’s
the price tag on preserving
memories or capturing footage
in riveting 360-degree VR?
We’ll leave that one up to you.
insta360.com
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Locker rooms

may not have been a star quarterback in college,
but in the game of life, you’ve done pretty well.
Now you have the means to give back to your
alma mater. Of course, you aren’t the only one. Donations to
college athletic departments average $1 billion a year, a striking
increase from 15 years ago. This money helps fuel the sprawling
business known as college sports, where everyone gets paid
except the players.

100K

everything from locker rooms to stairwells to
coaches’ offices. And to hear fund-raising pros
talk, it isn’t just an ego-building exercise. “Naming
encourages other people to donate and raises awareness about donating,” says Adam G. Walker, executive senior associate athletic director, development,
at the University of Memphis. He also says it doesn’t
simply benefit the athletics department. “Raising
money on the sports side helps you raise money on
the academic side,” he says. “All boats rise with
the tide.” Here’s what we found money can buy for
devotees of the college game.

The lucre is used to upgrade aging stadiums and
practice facilities, build lucrative luxury boxes,
and lure top coaches who command top dollar.
But not everyone is, say, T. Boone Pickens, the oil
magnate who over several decades has donated an
estimated $1 billion—about half his wealth—to
his alma mater, Oklahoma State University, with a
quarter of that earmarked for athletics. And rare is
the philanthropist who gets their name on a team’s
50,000-seat stadium.
So what is left? Turns out colleges will happily take donations that land alums’ names on

50K

You

BY ADAM PENENBERG

Clothes

25K

How college alums are leaving
their mark almost anywhere.

15K

Name That
Football Stadium

“Some alums will joke, ‘Name a urinal
or bathroom after me,’ ” Walker says,
“although we haven’t quite gotten to that point. Yet.”
The next best thing to a urinal might be a locker. Penn
State will do it in exchange for a $15,000 donation,
while other schools (such as Rutgers and University of
Memphis) charge $25,000, payable over five years.

Each year at the University of Memphis,
the football coach gives each student
(85 players) a dress suit. The donor pays $25,000 to
outfit the entire team, and each player ends up with
four suits they can use on job interviews to help them
transition to the working world. “There’s no naming
there, but the donor receives free publicity when the
coach thanks him” at the end of speeches and other
public events, Walker says.

For anywhere
between $25,000
to $50,000, you
can name anything
from a lifting station in a weight room to a
graduate assistant coach’s office or media
room. And if you’re a bit tight, you could
always settle for a plaque ($5,000).

Hallway or stairwell

For $50,000, you can
get your name—or the
name of your company—on a hallway, in a stairwell, or
over an entrance in facilities serving college football
powerhouses.

Stadium columns

At Mississippi State, a $100,000
donation will get your name on
a column at the Bulldogs’ football stadium, a relative
bargain compared to the southeast gate ($500,000),
the video board ($2 million), or the north end zone
($10 million).

Practice field

3M
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Coaches’ offices,
weight room,
or press room

Now we are getting to the
serious, serious money. Plop
down $3 million like Miami University alum Robert
Finizio, CEO of TherapeuticsMD, did last year,
and the school might name a practice facility
after you. Also last year, former Illinois football
captain Stu Levenick donated $5 million toward
the construction of a football performance center,
which will feature strength and conditioning
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facilities, sports medicine space, offices, and
a revamped practice field. To name the indoor
practice facility at the University of Memphis is
$2 million.
In college football, “everything is for sale,”
says B. David Ridpath, associate professor of
sports management at Ohio University. Even
bandages? “Bandages? I wouldn’t be surprised,”
he says.

Jonathan Dahl
VP, Chief Content Officer, Korn Ferry
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can still see my dad bringing home an
extra-large pizza as part of our Sundaynight tradition and fighting with (and
losing) the battle with my brothers for
the last slice. And then, as part of the same
ritual, he would disappear into the den to work,
because my father was a lifelong IBMer and so
many at IBM back then recognized that while
God may have rested on the seventh day, you
didn’t at the world’s largest computer company.
I remember this because work-life balance
issues are in the news often these days, and
they can be pretty confusing.
We hear a lot, for example, about
THE WALLS
how so many jobs today come
OF WORK
ARE COMING with the expectation of working
on Sundays—one survey found
DOWN
EVERYWHERE that 80 percent of employees feel
increased work stress on Sunday
WE LOOK.
nights. One CEO even bragged
about texting prospective job candidates at
odds hours on Sunday, just to rule out those
who don’t respond quickly.
Yet at the same time, some companies
and governments are considering four-day
workweeks. As you have read in our magazine,
at least one outfit in New Zealand reported a
20 percent jump in productivity when it cut its
workweek to four eight-hour days but still paid
for five days. More firms, meanwhile, are allowing people to work at home and creating better
tech tools for these virtual offices—which only
circles us back, of course, to a world where the
tendency to work on weekends is only greater.
In short, the walls of work are coming down
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The End of
Boundaries

everywhere we look, though they’re quietly
going up in other ways.
This isn’t earth-shattering news for most
corporate leaders, but the toll of disruption in
any area has costs that are not always apparent. In a recent Korn Ferry survey, 36 percent
of the employees surveyed expressed concerns
about their large workloads and questioned
whether their employers were helping them
achieve a reasonable work-life balance. And
with these feelings come a potentially costly
retention issue: Among employees who are
committed to staying with their current
employers for more than five years, 72 percent
say they are getting support for work-life balance. Among those who are thinking of leaving
in the next year, only 40 percent do.
So in that sense, the message is clear. People
understand that work-life harmony will always
be a balancing act. But the best firms will
balance all that out—sooner rather than later.
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